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C
ould you spare any change?” a man said as I rounded the corner from York Street to Grafton, one of the main streets in Dublin. “I just need enough money to stay in a hostel for the night.”

I was 19 and had just set off to travel alone in Europe for the first time with only my ukulele and a small suitcase. Though I had horrible stage fright and wasn’t planning on performing with my ukulele, I figured singing and writing would help to keep me sane throughout my travels in eight countries alone.

The man asked again. However young and inexperienced a solo-traveler I may have been, I was still far from unaware of the ruses people played to get money away. I hated turning down beggars with dogs or babies, but reminded myself it wasn’t my responsibility. Being a broke college student myself, I had to save money for the rest of my travels. The excuses allowed my guilt to die down long enough for a stroll up and down the red brick-paved pedestrian walkway on Grafton.

It was a sunny and warm summer day with Dublin’s infamous rain having died down after a dreary Wednesday. It was a sunny and warm summer day with Dublin’s infamous rain having died down after a dreary Wednesday, and the street was brimming with people enjoying the city. Locals and tourists from all over the world were gathered on Grafton; I heard conversations in Russian, Chinese, German, and more as I made my way down the road. It was lined with shops of all sorts—high-end jewelry and clothing boutiques, a Disney store, chocolate shops, fast food chains, and more—in residential-turned-commercial buildings, each one adding to an architectural mix of Victorian, Gothic and even ornate Italian styles.

What really made Grafton come alive, however, were the men, women and families that lived there. I wandered further down Grafton in search of John and his family. A few minutes later, they appeared within sight, while his family wandered off.

When I got to the corner where he’d stood, he wasn’t there. I wandered further down Grafton in search of John and his family. A few minutes later, they appeared seemingly out of nowhere.

“No problem, I’m happy to help. I’ll get my ukulele and play on the street and make you enough money for the night,” I said before I could stop myself.

The man’s face brightened. “That would be amazing! I’ll even watch out for you while you perform and make sure no one tries to hurt you or steal from you.” I hadn’t thought about someone being a concern, and decided not to dwell on it. I was nervous enough already. “What’s your name by the way?”

“Emily.”

“John. Nice to meet you,” he said, shaking my hand. “Thank you so much!”

“No problem, I’m happy to help. I’ll get my ukulele and meet you back here soon.”

And with that, I was off—and still in disbelief that I’d made the agreement. “Is this even legal to do without a permit? I wondered. Even if it is legal, how the heck will I do this when I’ve only performed once before in front of about ten people? What if I lose my voice or it cracks, or I forget the words? I’m gonna sound like crap, especially compared to real musicians who do this all the time.”

The rush of adrenaline kept me going though, and I jogged back to the hostel to grab my ukulele, now with just two strings left on it. Feeling extremely uncomfortable (a good reason to keep moving!), I left to find John.

When I got to the corner where he’d stood, he wasn’t there. I wandered further down Grafton in search of John and his family. A few minutes later, they appeared seemingly out of nowhere.

“I thought you weren’t coming back,” John said. He put a hand on my back and guided me toward the busiest part of the walkway, pointing out places I could perform. Nothing seemed good enough. I had no microphone nor amplifier of any sort, and began to question whether people would even be able to hear me with how busy Grafton was that day. I was convinced I’d look completely amateurish next to the other talented musicians on the street who must’ve done this a hundred times before. There was no more backing out anymore though.

Finally, I found an empty spot less noisy and crowded than the others. I’m doing this—the only thought I allowed myself from there on, because if I thought about what I was about to do, there was no way I’d have had the courage to do it. So I sat down, set my case in front of me, and started to sing. John moseyed around, always staying within sight, while his family wandered off.

The first song I sang was “Radioactive” by Imagine Dragons. When I finished it, John walked over and simply said, “Wow, you can really sing!” That gave me the confidence boost I needed to keep going, and to sing the way I knew I could.

Dublin: From Solo Traveler to Busker

Emily Stuebing
After the second song, a man dropped ten euros in my case and said, “I saw you here earlier and you were really good.” He must have confused me with someone else but I wasn’t going to tell him that. I thanked him and continued. Throughout an hour of playing, I was surprised both by people’s generosity and especially by the myriad of people who approached me just to ask questions about myself. I met a father and son from New Jersey who had to decide to travel the United Kingdom together. The father had a black circle around his eye, as they told me they’d been violently mugged the day prior. I lamented with them and shared that I was a university student and had just begun travels including medical and research internships in Germany and Switzerland that would help me reach my goal of attending medical school one day. Despite having lost their credit cards, some cash, and identification in the mugging, they gave me my biggest donation at €20 and said, “I think it’s great what you’re doing. Keep going.”

During the next song, an Asian woman stopped and took a video with a big iPad. At the same time a young couple, a woman with tattoos and a flowy skirt and a man with big-framed glasses and a goatee, stopped and listened as well. The young woman closed her eyes and swayed back and forth to the rhythm. They each tossed a few coins in my case and continued on their way after a couple songs. Later on, a young man in dress pants and a button-up stopped and said, “I work around the corner and hear people here all the time. You’re pretty talented. Sorry I don’t have any cash on me, but I wish I did.” He passed me on his way back to work later and simply gave me a thumbs up.

After that hour of performing and conversing with several interesting and gracious people, my voice was raw and I’d run out of songs ready for performance, but had made €51.43. I waved John back over.

“You can take all of it,” I told him. “No, it’s fine. I’ll just take the nine euros I need.” I handed him the nine euros. “Are you sure? I did this for you guys and really wouldn’t mind if you took it all.”

John hesitated. He seemed unsure of what to tell me, but finally said, “Listen, you’ve been so nice I feel like you should know…I just wanted this money for some weed.” Though I was shocked and initially disappointed by his response, I knew it was because of him that I’d pushed myself out of my comfort zone and met some incredible, kindhearted people. I laughed it off and decided I’d treat myself to a nice dinner that night with what I’d earned.

Exit
Elijah Acquah

You enter a world detached from your own Due to your curiosity and mystery of the other side. As you fly across the portal of the doorway, You land on the soft ground of the new, effervescent realm. This opposite world has everything you could ever wish for; It has all of your most cherished desires Such as a large, exquisite house different from your old, cruddy shack, And a bright sky that shines over you, not clouds pouring endless rain.

After spending time in wonderland, you feel that you’re missing something Because, of course, you couldn’t spend time with the people you care about the most. Why would you want things to make you happy? Your best friends and family do that all the time. So, you try going back home through that portal. You fly on the beams, through quick winds.

However, you end up in another world different from your own. It’s grayer than the last two, and its mountains churn out black tar. The portal behind you has disappeared in the atmosphere. Quickly you run across the landscape of dead grass and rough stones.

You soon find out that an exit is in a lake of sticky tar. With nothing on your back, you hold your breath and jump into the tar. Fortunately for you, you safely go through the portal.

Unfortunately, you are not home. You are far from home. You are in the deep space of the universe. You could breathe but not for long. You can fly on stars, but they disintegrate as they fly around gas giants pulling you in with large forces of gravity. Across the stars, you find another opening in the hole rippling in space. Jumping in, dashesing in the speed of light, you end up in another universe. This time, it has inverted colors from the first world you’ve travelled in.

You then feel like, instead of enjoying the experience you had the first time, You should have the worst experience you could ever imagine In order to find a way back home and live with your friends and family.

Sadly for you, there is no direct way finding home Because all of the portals you have found lead you To places light years away from your own land.

But when you finally make it back home, you have grown old; Years have passed by; your parents and your friends no longer recognize you Because you do not look like the young individual with the clean appearance.

An exit can lead you to hundreds of millions of new worlds, And you may end up alone in your own when coming back.

Trust me, I know from experience.
Phubbing: Is Your Phone Ruining Your Relationship?

Cassandra Poulos

Depression is one of the most common mental health disorders, affecting millions of people worldwide and posing a significant public health issue. When examining the main factors that lead to depression, it may not surprise you to learn that marital discord is high on that list. When married couples experience distress in their relationship, it tends to mean a lack of spousal support when issues arise and a loss of emotional connection. Experiencing these issues can significantly increase a person’s chance of experiencing symptoms of depression. Furthermore, researchers from the Renmin University of China were interested in how specific behaviors, namely phubbing, by married couples, influence their relationship and their probability of developing depressive symptoms.

While the term ‘phubbing’ may sound unfamiliar to you, it is likely that you have either been the perpetrator or the victim of phubbing at some point in your life. Phubbing is shorthand for phone snubbing. It describes the situation where a romantic partner or spouse uses or is constantly distracted by their phone while with their significant other. Are you feeling guilty yet? It is thought that this behavior reduces and undermines meaningful behavior spent with one’s spouse and can decrease relationship satisfaction. In a world where technology is incredibly pervasive, it is imperative to be aware of the effects of phones on daily interactions with significant others and their consequences to one’s mental health.

To investigate these consequences, researchers for the University of Renmin in China interviewed 243 married adults. They were asked to assess the seriousness of their partner’s phubbing, their relationship satisfaction, and took surveys to assess the degree of their depressive symptoms. Researchers discovered that the incidence of phubbing significantly decreases relationship satisfaction and increases the risk of experiencing depressive symptoms. While this may be unsurprising, the researchers also found evidence that the effects of phubbing are much greater in couples that have been married for more than 7 years! This means that couples that have been married for more than 7 years! That winter was bringing a new journey ahead and three women were gathered around a bed. It was in that very simple wooden room, that was witnessed a mother’s nature bloom.

With supporting words and caring doula hands, full cervix dilation, and no rush or demands, smoothly a baby’s body was making its way out: a 7-pound girl birth delivery was kindly carried out. The umbilical bond was left peacefully there for awhile, enjoying a skin-to-skin hug, they broke into a first smile. From the womb, to the arms and to the powerful breast, mother and daughter sealed their bond in a breastfeeding nest.

This is a story of a strong woman who I met. A fearless grandmother who I’ll never forget, whose first pregnancy at a mature age of 38 unwarily gifted us the girl who’d connect our fates.

The Most Important Day of My Life

Ana Laura Grazziotin

To Ampelina and Celestina

On a beautiful friday of August 1959
the cold breeze brought everyone inside.
The wooden stoves were burning indoors
and warming the village’s homes once more.

That winter was bringing a new journey ahead
and three women were gathered around a bed.
It was in that very simple wooden room,
that was witnessed a mother’s nature bloom.

No doctors, no anesthesia and no cuts.
You might say “these three women had guts!”
But back then, it was just one more home birth
as it had been for generations all over the Earth.

With supporting words and caring doula hands,
full cervix dilation, and no rush or demands,
smoothly a baby’s body was making its way out:
a 7-pound girl birth delivery was kindly carried out.

The umbilical bond was left peacefully there for awhile,

enjoying a skin-to-skin hug, they broke into a first smile.
From the womb, to the arms and to the powerful breast,
mother and daughter sealed their bond in a breastfeeding nest.

This is a story of a strong woman who I met.
A fearless grandmother who I’ll never forget,
whose first pregnancy at a mature age of 38
unwarily gifted us the girl who’d connect our fates.
The Career Transition of a Conductor

Anyu Zhang

You see the man sitting behind the counter. His name is Tony, who is a SIM card dealer. If you know his previous experiences, you will be shocked. It’s hard for you to believe that he has been a famous orchestral conductor. Furthermore, you will have a strong desire to get to know him. Tony is in his sixties. He is not very tall, but he is very confident and sharp-eyed when he walks. When I saw him for the first time, I noticed that he was unfamiliar with the installation of software. Sometimes he had to consult others to finish the whole process. I was a little confused about this. One day, I accidentally saw an album on his counter. Tony was on the cover and conducted for an orchestra. It’s hard for me to connect the man on the cover with the SIM card dealer who stands in front of me. When I asked him about this curiously, Tony smiled and said calmly that he had been a conductor of a famous orchestra. Tony was born in Taiwan, and then he moved to Japan. After that, he came to the United States to study. Tony thinks each step gives him different perspective about society and life. Tony also talked about his most exciting experience in Bulgaria when he was an orchestral conductor. Tony said he went to Bulgaria for a week. He had three rehearsals and held a concert with other musicians. He thinks his experience in Bulgaria was very rewarding. But I strongly want to know why he became a SIM card dealer. For Tony, the circumstance that was familiar to him become unfamiliar when he changed from an orchestral conductor to a SIM card dealer. This transition definitely has an effect on his life.

Switching jobs, it’s a very common phenomenon in both the West and the East. For example, Charles Dickens was switching jobs, it’s a very common phenomenon in both the West and the East. For example, Charles Dickens was a reporter for a short time. He was a carpenter. All of them have experienced changes in circumstances. When he changed from an orchestral conductor to a SIM card dealer, he gets to know people who work as a SIM card dealer, Tony thinks his goal is to service customers, bring them the best product and benefit their usage of the phone. From previous experiences, Tony knew what he really needed and found a more specific goal in life. For some people, it takes much time to accept changes in life events and adapt to new circumstances. Even if they adapt to changes, they still have psychological gaps when they think of previous experiences. But Tony has overcome his psychological gap. No matter how circumstances change, Tony enjoys the process of change and what life brings to him. This is what makes him special.

Some times change in a person’s life that is known to lead to some amount of stress. …even good change is stressful” (Dachis). From Tony’s perspective, the main stress that he would face at first includes the inadaptability and psychological gap. He might feel uncomfortable when he works as a SIM card dealer. But now Tony has already adapted to the transition of these two careers. Tony thinks his two careers are the two things he cherished the most. In his view, being an orchestral conductor is a great joy, because he creates a composer’s idea and also forms live performance spontaneously. As a SIM card dealer, Tony thinks his goal is to service customers, bring them the best product and benefit their usage of the phone. From previous experiences, Tony knew what he really needed and found a more specific goal in life. For some people, it takes much time to accept changes in life events and adapt to new circumstances. Even if they adapt to changes, they still have psychological gaps when they think of previous experiences. But Tony has overcome his psychological gap. No matter how circumstances change, Tony enjoys the process of change and what life brings to him. This is what makes him special.

Since sometimes changes in circumstances are inevitable, it’s important for us to know some feasible methods to adapt to new circumstances. One of the effective ways scientists found to help people adapt to changes is situation redefinition: “It involves the cognition of seeing a situation in a different light that either augments or diminishes the perceived severity and/or cause of that situation” (Stone 188). Basically, this means people can reconsider changes in circumstances from another perspective and try to gain the value of changes.

Tony can redefine his transition as a rebirth of career. When he works as a SIM card dealer, he gets to know people who are totally different from those he knew before. Besides, Tony needs to deal with different things, and some are more difficult than things he tackled as an orchestral conductor. On the surface, they are challenges to him. But actually, they enlarge Tony’s social community and bring new techniques to him. He can learn more valuable things under the new circumstance, such as communication skills and analytical skills.

To some degree, Tony’s experiences as a conductor not only help him with self introspection and social relationships, but form his own interpretation of life. Tony thinks the experiences from conducting contribute to his view of how a person should be disciplined. As a conductor, Tony produces a product at the final stage. When he puts on a concert, it has to be successful and fantastic. Therefore, he forms his practices around that goal. This concept carries over to Tony’s daily life experiences. He always tries to do best in resolving his personal conflicts or conflicts with others.

Tony’s transition from an orchestral conductor to a SIM card dealer is relatively special. For him, the transition helps him find a new way of living. He can perceive things from a common person’s perspective. He also gains value and happiness by helping others. In addition, his previous experiences as a conductor let him become more confident. The confidence lets him keep the stability and calm of his mindset. These characteristics are very useful for a dealer. Just like Tony, there are many people who are experiencing changes in circumstances. The most important thing for them is to keep a positive attitude. They need to accept the change rather than doubt it. The acceptance process may take a while; some even take several years. But once people get through the transition and fully adapt to the new circumstance, they will realize that all the things they experienced are worthwhile.

References
La yuma en
La Havana

Emily Stuebing

Voy caminando en San Martín
Oyendo silbidos y sonidos de besos
Sonriso a los cubanos y su felicidad sinfín
”Hola, princesa” me dicen los muchachos

Los hombres arrugados que conoci ayer
Se sienten detrás de la cerca decorativa
Agarrando el pomo que nunca paran de beber
Saludando con la mano libre a la chacha yuma

Vemos en la esquina a los taxistas cubanos
Que nos traen a bailar y caminar en el malecón
Nos muestran primero unos apartamentos verdaderos
Y el secreto de los canales ilegales de televisión

¿Qué piensan de nosotras, de las estadounidenses?
Ahora con Trump no sabemos que va a pasar
Pensamos que allí hay muchas oportunidades
Y que aquí en Cuba nada va a cambiar
According to the new study, the sky is blue because of the way light interacts with molecules in the atmosphere. The research team used advanced computational models to simulate these interactions and arrived at their conclusion.

The findings have implications for our understanding of atmospheric processes and could potentially lead to new applications in fields such as climate science and weather forecasting.
CHARACTERS

YOUNG: 23-year-old male, wears a white robe, mute

OLD: 67-year-old female, body mostly absent, voice mostly present

“YOUNG” and “OLD” are not their real names. They are anonymous.

SETTING

YOUNG’s mind.

TIME

Present day.

CLOUDS

A Ten-Minute Play

by Elijah Acquah

YOUNG is sleeping in a fetal position on the ground. He wears a white robe that covers his naked body.

He wakes up and sits with his legs crossed. He looks around and notices that his surroundings are sky blue and white.

He hears wind blowing softly into his ears. He inhales the breeze through his nose.

He then looks down and touches the floor with his hands.

As a reaction, he jolts upwards, realizing that he is situated on the top of a cloud.

He touches some more by wafting the cloudy soil. The substance disperses from his hand movement, but it comes together again smoothly.

YOUNG begins to stand up, slowly rising from the ground. His feet stand firmly on the soft substance. He doesn’t sink into the cloud nor, oddly enough, does he feel the ground touching his feet.
YOUNG then decides to take a step forward on the cloud. But suddenly, with his first step, the cloud becomes bigger with more particles of air forming with it.

The male takes more steps; the cloud gets bigger.

On his thirteenth step, a black cloudy mist appears.

It forms itself into the shape of a feminine face. The physiognomy is too blurry for YOUNG to recognize.

This cloudy face is known to be OLD, and it speaks.

OLD

I guess you’re wondering how you’ve ended up here?

YOUNG cannot speak. He notices that when he tries to push his vocals through his throat.

He nods instead.

OLD (CONT’D)

Well... you are in a coma.

YOUNG lights up his eyes in shock.

OLD does a quick nod.

OLD (CONT’D)

That’s the truth. You’re in your mind right now. And I don’t know how long you’re going to stay in here, honestly.

YOUNG opens his arms out to the dark mist, as if he is asking whether or not it knows what would happen in his mind.

OLD (CONT’D)

But I can tell you this.

I know that you are going to re-encounter moments in your life that have been suppressed. These moments could be, possibly, the best birthday party you’ve ever had, or the day you graduated from high school, or rather that time a crash gave you an endless stay at a hospital.

YOUNG opens his mouth, trying once more to ask. He wants to know about the last moment that was mentioned: the hospital stay.

But the OLD is already starting to disappear in the horizon.

OLD (CONT’D)

You will physically meet with your past when you’re in your mind. And be mindful of your surroundings because your mind is a battlefield.

After OLD says what she needed to say, she camouflages in the atmosphere and blows herself in the background.

YOUNG is all alone.

But suddenly, a little toy train appears behind his back. It is on a small, white cloud coming from the background.

Its cloud gets connected to YOUNG’s large cloud.

YOUNG notices and turns his body to look back. His feet are still.

He pauses and stares.

He then takes light footsteps toward the little train.

Bending down, he observes its features.

It is covered in a plastic coating. It flashes bright colors of yellow with red covering the top.

YOUNG picks up the toy train. He continues to look it as he turns it on every axis.

He lowers the train down, turns forward and looks up.

He puts his fingers on his chin.

He realizes that he always used to ride on trains in order to travel.
All of a sudden, voices appear around him.

They are sounds of the passengers who read the newspaper, talk on their phones, play on their handheld devices, and mingle with each other.

The clouds around YOUNG start forming a huge train. They trap YOUNG inside of them.

The clouds become larger.

(They cover up the entire stage.)

They paint themselves with the colors of the toy train. They become solid with rugged edges on the inside.

There are no seats or poles for YOUNG to hang onto.

The floor accelerates, making YOUNG feel rumbling below him.

He crouches down and touches the floor to observe the vibration.

But then the train goes into a loud crash!

YOUNG tumbles to the ground hard, headfirst.

He stays there while voices are screaming and shouting.

The wailing, the yelling, the choking on blood all grow louder.

YOUNG tries to get up from the ground, but he could only pull his head up to see.

Black steam appears from behind YOUNG. It gives out a loud hissing sound.

YOUNG quickly turns his head around and notices this.

The dark mist surrounds him until all that YOUNG could see is pitch black.

(Override the entire stage until it becomes completely black or dark.)

YOUNG’s white robe glows, bringing some light inside the uniformly dark clouds.

He finally puts his entire body up.

He then looks around frantically.

OLD’s voice enters the mist.

OLD

I’m here to protect you... just like I have when you were alive and well.

YOUNG gives a confused expression. He looks around, trying to understand where OLD is coming from.

OLD (CONT’D)

You had always been a confused individual. But it looks like you’re being more watchful of things around you right now.

I hope you were aware of this: the last message you were reading.

OLD brings out her face on YOUNG’s right. It becomes a little clearer, but it’s still blurry.

(The face will appear on the left side of the stage.)

As YOUNG turns to his right side, a message appears. It clears away some of the fog in order to show up.

It says: HOW R U FEELIN?
Her Own Place

Devin Van Dyke

We buried Mom during spring break. She came from a town in northern New Mexico, right up next to the Colorado border, cozy like. She went in the ground there so she could be close to her Mom, or Nana, to my generation. We had to do it in the spring because my brother’s kids couldn’t miss out on school for the several days it would take us to fly there, take care of business and fly back.

We tramped through the airport with me, the middle-single-son, leading the party and helping out with my niece’s luggage and carrying mine too. We had to make a connecting flight and when I do something like that, it’s go like hell until I know I’m okay—it was the same thing with burying Mom—go like hell till she’s in the ground. Then maybe I’ll feel better.

We rented cars in Albuquerque for the four-hour drive to the seldom-changing small town, Raton, Mom’s childhood home and chosen resting place. Our four-wheel drives plodded along, caravan-like on a snow-covered northern New Mexico, right up next to the Colorado border, cozy like. We were the only people in the football-field-sized space. It wasn’t as warm as my like space hemmed in by a two-storied rectangle of empty motel rooms. We went past the still open cinema and found my way up to the top of the hill above the town. It was probably where local teens went on Saturday night to be together unparented. I drove out past the mesa where Korbin, Rand and I went for a hike and saw a rattlesnake, when we visited years ago and we were all still in school. I stopped at a reservoir my great grandfather had taken me and Korbin to as kids to fish on a visit years before the hike and before brother Rand was born. I cried a little and then a lot.

Back in February and in California, I went to the funeral home where Mom had her memorial. I thought about the house she lived in before she passed. It was the kind of home she’d wanted to buy whenever she and Dad went house shopping. It was neat, clean and small but with enough room to accommodate her kids and grandchildren. All the appliances worked and the front yard was well groomed with a small lawn. Unlike the houses she had raised her kids in, her new home would never be cluttered with Dad’s projects, tools and hobbies. It would never smell like the fresh sawn redwood he made retaining walls with, thirty years before; or the smell of chicken eggs fresh from the cages. Dad would have no presence in this home. Once she was in the ground, we could get on with our lives although we were all surprised—they were unaware of Mom’s end and I was caught by how close I was to her and by how much I would miss her. By the time her spring burial happened we were all worn out—tired—of grieving—of something to channel their energy into and makes it easier to say goodbye. Thinking hard thoughts is easier when well dressed.

I had known Mom was on her way out—but my brothers and sister knew nothing until the last month or so. We were all surprised—they were unaware of Mom’s end and I was caught by how close I was to her and by how much I would miss her. By the time her spring burial happened we were all worn out—tired—of grieving—of comforting each other—we all needed to have it done. The whole dying thing had become a major disruption. Once she was in the ground, we could get on with our lives and hope we could keep Mom alive in our hearts, albeit at a safe distance. As we finished a meal I announced I wanted that last ride with her to the cemetery. My brothers’ kids weren’t done eating so my brother in law, Chris, volunteered to drive one of our rentals behind the hearse carrying Mom.

Chris drove our snow-dirted rental behind the showroom-clean hearse down the freeway. I sat in the back of the rental, limo style with my suit jacket rumpled and my tie askew, alone. Cars flew past eager to get ahead, paying no heed to the hearse and its cargo or on the outside of the coffin in case they ever needed to dig her up and be sure she was still Kay Van Dyke, Mom, like right now. I said sure and grabbed another handful of tissue. When I got back from my ride around town, I parked between two other similar four-wheel drives in front of our row of rooms. It was cold and dark. Hardening snow crunched under my feet as I let myself into my ground floor room with a view of three parked cars. I went to bed believing in sleep and awoke having got none. Mom’s funeral party rose in the morning and left behind our similar spartan rooms temporarily inhabited by our grief. We went to a restaurant and everybody tried to avoid my ongoing angry mien. It wasn’t them I was mad at, it wasn’t me, and it certainly wasn’t Mom.

A hostess met us in the foyer and asked how many we were. Watery-eyed sad faces looked up and we all heard Korbin say “Ten, non-smoking please.” We ate breakfast, subdued but not silenced, dressed in clothes as nice as what we’d worn to each other’s weddings; the women and girls in dresses, the men and boys with top shirt buttons fastened and shoes shined to a new car gloss. The nice clothes we wore didn’t make us feel better—I guess maybe everybody dresses up because it gives them something to channel their energy into and makes it easier to say goodbye. Thinking hard thoughts is easier when well dressed.

I didn’t listen long—I just wanted to be warmed up, by myself, and watch TV. My brothers, sister, and their spouses listened and recorded for posterity’s sake all the memory-treats great aunt Faye unwrapped while I discovered darkness never begins or ends, it just is. The pain is present in all of us. Mom’s loss was the conduit it could use to be set free and become omnipresent in me.

I wanted to remember the good times in Raton from when Mom was alive, so I convinced my brothers it was okay for me to drive around Raton in one of our rentals. I went past the still open cinema and found my way up to the top of the hill above the town. It was probably where local teens went on Saturday night to be together unparented. I drove out past the mesa where Korbin, Rand and I went for a hike and saw a rattlesnake, when we visited years ago and we were all still in school. I stopped at a reservoir my great grandfather had taken me and Korbin to as kids to fish on a visit years before the hike and before brother Rand was born. I cried a little and then a lot.

Once she was in the ground, we could get on with our lives although we were all surprised—they were unaware of Mom’s end and I was caught by how close I was to her and by how much I would miss her. By the time her spring burial happened we were all worn out—tired—of grieving—of comforting each other—we all needed to have it done. The whole dying thing had become a major disruption. Once she was in the ground, we could get on with our lives and hope we could keep Mom alive in our hearts, albeit at a safe distance. As we finished a meal I announced I wanted that last ride with her to the cemetery. My brothers’ kids weren’t done eating so my brother in law, Chris, volunteered to drive one of our rentals behind the hearse carrying Mom.

Chris drove our snow-dirted rental behind the showroom-clean hearse down the freeway. I sat in the back of the rental, limo style with my suit jacket rumpled and my tie askew, alone. Cars flew past eager to get ahead, paying no heed to the hearse and its cargo or
It’s surprising how deep six feet is. I can’t fathom why it’s
so deep—an animal sure ain’t going through the six-inch
thick coffin—no matter how lightweight the materials may
be.

Not walking on graves where people already rested
was easy for the old folks—they’d been through this whole
routine before. But if this was a first, the idea of not walking
on perfectly nice grass stretched out endlessly periodically
separated by regular neat rows of markers, was a different
experience. It was a little disorienting to embrace the idea
that under regular green golf-course-uniform grass a body
was buried—there was no indentation—no clue except a
marker at the head of where the person lay.

A guy wearing a suit as nice as the funeral director’s
and carrying a Bible showed up along with Aunt Faye and
a few other older locals who knew either Nana, Mom or
knew of us, her kids. Together we made up a small crowd
huddled around a fresh pile of dirt a few feet away from
the hole. Nana’s marker was at the top, off to one side. After
we all settled in, but before the cold got us, I think the guy
who showed up with the Bible or the funeral director said
something—but I can’t remember who or what. Then the
coffin sank into the earth.

I’m pretty certain they actually used a backhoe to dig
the hole, but there were a couple of brand new looking
shovels stuck in that pile of dirt. After people started to
act like the whole affair was over and started to leave, I
grabbed one of those shovels and started throwing dirt on
Mom’s box. My nephew threw some too. We buried her
under spring’s fresh-growing green grass, under a tree with
shag carpet covered the floor of the hearse and went a few
inches up the sides. It looked either brand new or freshly
vacuumed. The inside smelled and looked like a model
home in a sub-division—all new and fresh materials on
a never been lived-in place.

After the hearse maneuvered around so the coffin
could be easily removed and carried to the gravestone,
the rest of the family showed up. Mom’s box seemed a lot
lighter than it had looked or when we moved it, I wasn’t
pulling my weight because it sure was easy to get out.
Mom was toothpick-thin when she was put in it, but I don’t
think she would have seemed any heavier even if she’d
weighed a couple of hundred pounds—it was just plain
easy to help, one last time.

Since there were ten of us there were more than
enough hands to set her in the prepared hole. There was a
lowering device of some kind the funeral director used to
let the box down into the ground and we set Mom on that.

The loneliness pervades around me.
Sitting alone,
As the grass withers and sleeps.

Of that beautiful girl.
All I have left is despair.

It would take away my love,
Into the heavenly distance
The gleaming sun vanishes
From the bright rays of light.

Today, alone, I stare at the sun,
At all of the shining specks of heat.
The sunset had been Emma’s favorite pastime
From childhood to adolescence.

The sun descends in the horizon
And takes away what I’ve consummated:
My deeds that have been completed;
My breaths exhaled; my energy depleted
From the bright rays of light.

The gleaming sun vanishes
Into the heavenly distance
With valuable substances.

I stopped along the way and had something to eat—I
had four hours of freeway speeds to catch up. I spotted
them about ten minutes from the turn off for our motel
and I slowly crept up to where they were. One of them
noticed me in a rear view mirror and when we dropped
together into formation and made a nice neat line—it felt
good. The comfort and the naturalness of it made me feel
like a significant part of a greater whole. T–
The Truth About Red Wine

Cassandra Poulos

Scientific publications have always been deeply disconnected from their portrayal in the media. Unfortunately, the material in a meticulously crafted publication is often diluted to an exaggerated headline and a three paragraph description, if you’re lucky. By the time a publication gets into the hands of a journalist, the juicy headline and the projected public outcry have already been calculated.

In his popular book Houston, We Have a Narrative: Why Science Needs Story, science writer Randy Olson describes this relationship perfectly when he states, “That’s a whole lot of exaggeration, leading to the telling of bigger and more exciting stories than what actually exist in the real world. This is bad news for science, which seeks to document the real world, regardless of how good the story.”

No headline has been more exaggerated, and more disputed than the Red Wine Myth. In 1995, it was announced that among 6,000 men and 7,000 women, those who drank three to five glasses of wine a day had a 49% lower rate of death over a ten year period. Great news, right? Unfortunately, the researchers did not account for any other life factors such as exercise, diet, or family history that could also account for these findings. Without all factors taken into account, how could a decrease in death rate be attributed to red wine alone?

Again in 2015, red wine was held up as the new fountain of youth when resveratrol, an antioxidant found in red grapes, was discovered. A study was conducted that showed that a resveratrol pill could prevent the formation of amyloid plaques, protein tangles that cause memory loss in Alzheimer’s disease. Amazing! However, in order to achieve these same results, a person would need to drink 1,000 glasses of wine a day to consume the same amount of resveratrol in the study. Furthermore, these results were indirectly attained and it is unknown whether resveratrol can reduce or reverse existing amyloid plaques.

In the past, it was asserted that red wine could reduce the risk of prostate, as well as lung and colon cancer. However, this result was only seen in light to moderate drinkers. And since then, this claim was debunked in a 2015 study done by Harvard. They found that even half a glass of wine a day can actually increase the risk of certain types of cancer in women, particularly breast cancer by 13%. For men, drinking a couple glasses of alcohol a day was associated with a 26% increased risk of cancers such as liver, colon and esophageal cancers. With all of this back and forth, it is no wonder why the same headlines that proclaimed red wine to be the cure for cancer didn’t get the same attention when the ‘oh wait, no it’s not’ article came out.

The general public will probably always remember hearing that a glass of wine a night does the heart good. However, all types of alcohol are considered carcinogenic and consumption should always be kept in check. Circulation of clichés like this are the work of the exaggeration nation. Exciting stories make for good headlines and stick in the minds of readers. Publications that have retracting or overriding statements have minimal exposure and more than likely will not be covered. Should the media be held accountable for their exaggerated claims and often false statements? Or is it in the hands of the scientists to emphasize the meaning and ramifications of their work, so they do not get overstated? Even if scientists properly state the consequences of their study, is there any way for their results and work to be properly conveyed to the public, without exaggeration?
Dear Emma,

Hope you are having a pleasant day with your wonderful students. I could not stop smiling whenever I entered your classroom because of your warm welcome and your students’ active participation in classroom activities. I love to see the lively atmosphere of your classroom.

I appreciate you having meaningful conversations with me about students’ hardships in learning science. Your keen observations on students’ learning provide me with opportunities to think about diverse students’ learning, especially ELLs and low SES students.

Below, I hope to provide some answers to your two questions based on what I learned from the class Writing in the Science Classroom. This is not only a part of my final project but also a good opportunity to introduce theoretical views that I wanted to share with you whenever I listened to your questions and thoughts. I will focus on your critical questions related to students’ science learning:

1.) Why do students struggle to explain natural selection to younger audiences in their summary writings?

2.) Why do students’ backgrounds, especially native language and social status, affect their science learning?

**Summary writing — Language transformation towards younger audience**

First of all, I would like to share why writing is critical for students’ learning based on what I understood from several articles. Galbraith (1999) emphasized writing as a ‘knowledge constituting process.’ He argued that writing is an essential learning process because learners turn on their episodic memories and dispositions related to text production and are engaged in the problem-solving process. Based on his arguments, writing in science classrooms requires two elements: learners’ dispositional dialects and translation.

Dispositional dialects are kind of learners’ final choices of knowledge for writing tasks from the potential content of knowledge. For example, when you ask students to write about what they learned about natural selection in the last class, students will recall their memories and make final decisions that they believe are right answers to your questions. He stressed in his article that writing provides opportunities to learners constituting knowledge with interactions between writers’ neutral representations and tacit knowledge like a decision to turn on one bulb among several bulbs.

Translation processes are operated during students’ writing. According to Galbraith, when learners are in the translation process, three elements of the cognitive process are activated: planning, output depicting, and goal setting. They will plan how to express their dispositional dialects with texts, consider types of writings such as reports, journals, or letters, and set goals of writing tasks. In this point, ‘audience’ plays a significant role in translation processes. If you ask them to write to younger audiences, their translation processes must be different from writing to their teacher. McDermott and Hand (2010) also emphasized the importance of audience in writing. When students have diverse audiences except for their teachers, they have to consider explanation of particular science vocabularies for audiences who are not familiar with them. And their recognition of those language translations improves learners’ conceptual understanding because they have to go through self-feedback systems among their implicit and explicit knowledge.

**Students’ diversity matters in Science Learning**

Your critical observation on ELLs and lower SES students inspired me to become a science education researcher who particularly works for those students. I believe your understanding on argumentation and student-centered learning, and your teaching practice play significant roles in students’ development of critical thinking skills. Your class values students’ voices and providing equal opportunities to learn regardless of their native language, disabilities, and socioeconomic status.

Schoerning, Hand, Shelley, and Therrien (2015) explain power relationships and language access in science classrooms. They focused on ELL students’ science learning and provided empirical evidence on how ELL students in SWH classrooms become stakeholders who have ownership in their learning. The authors stressed ‘learning is negotiation,’ which is also Brian’s philosophy. For the sake of students’ equal opportunities, classroom discussions and conceptual understandings must invite all students. In SWH classrooms, students are empowered regardless of differences in their backgrounds because teachers have ultimate responsibility and power over creating student-centered classrooms, and students are involved in learning environments with authority. Teacher roles in SWH classrooms are critical because students become investigators by sharing their knowledge with their peers and teachers and evaluating knowledge they generated only in student-centered learning environments.

Ardasheva, Norton-Meier, and Hand (2015) described student-centered learning as ‘non-threatening learning environments.’ The authors valued students’ cultural experiences and practices as powerful science learning tools and emphasized teacher roles in diverse student classrooms. Teaching requires teachers’ recognitions of social justice in that teaching practice cannot be separated from social contexts and valuing knowledge. Curriculum that reflects mainstream content knowledge with native language makes it easy to marginalize students who are non-native speakers and have limited experiences of mainstream cultures.

To sum up, as school curriculum and science knowledge have cultural elements in their nature, science teachers need to be aware of their beliefs in knowledge, cultural understanding, and teaching practices in classrooms. All learners are willing to learn regardless of their native language, disabilities, and socioeconomic status. When teachers value their past experiences and diversity as materials for diverse student learning, and provide student-centered support, all learners will achieve learning goals.

Sincerely,
Yejun

**References**


Elecciones

¿Terminar de leer para clase o escribir un poema?

¿Ser el engañador o ser el engañado?

¿Decir que no y sentirte mal o decir que sí y sentirte mal?

¿Perder todas las fotos en tu celular o dejar que alguien te ayude a recuperarlas teniendo en cuenta todo lo que va a ver?

¿Hablar con los que piensan distinto a ti o quejarte de ellos con los que piensan igual?

¿Desafiar a tu abuelo racista/misógino/homófobo/clasista o aceptar la justificación de que «simplemente es de otra generación»?

¿Vivir con tu abuelo o vivir con tu ex?

¿Perder a un amigo o apoyar a una comunidad?

¿Tener un acento o tener una voz?

¿Seguir creyendo que escribir te obliga a salir de tu zona de confort o admitir que realmente lo haces porque tienes miedo a hablar?

Choices

Finish reading for class or write a poem?

Be the deceiver or be the deceived?

Say no and feel bad or say yes and feel bad?

Lose all of the pictures on your phone or let someone help you get them back knowing everything they will see?

Talk to those who think differently than you or complain about them to those who think the same?

Call out your racist/misogynist/homophobic/classist grandfather or accept the excuse that “he’s just from a different generation”?

Live with your grandfather or live with your ex?

Lose a friend or support a community?

Have an accent or have a voice?

Keep telling yourself that writing forces you out of your comfort zone or admit that the real reason you write is because you are afraid to speak?
When I was a newborn, my parents gave me a yoyo. It was an effervescent little toy that glistens in the sunlight with its bright zigzag patterns of warm and cold colors. It was a toy that my parents laid eyes on longer than usual before purchasing it. It stood out among the other toys in the aisle because there was a simple word engraved on its cover: TIME. Mom and Dad were intrigued by this word because they knew they would spend all of their time on me for the rest of their lives.

I had played with the yoyo throughout my young life. I threw it around every direction. It would fall out of my hands, and I would pick it back up. It flew into the air with a push and back into my palm with a yank. It would also break apart sometimes when it hits the ground. But it was easily attachable, so I can put it back together. It was such a fun thing to play with.

But likewise, I had also played with myself. During those times, it always had to do with the yoyo, for it was a deep distraction. It was much noticeable around my high school years. Since the start of the ninth grade, I had meditated on the yoyo, rigorously training myself to be the best yoyo master in the world. I wanted to be known as "The Man With a Million Tricks."

My attachment led to the point where my aunt and uncle had to take my yoyo away from me. "You're such a shut-in!" my aunt complained. "No, I'm not!" I denied. "I spend time with plenty of friends!"

"Then how come you barely talk to them?" my uncle questioned. "I keep getting calls from all your teachers saying that you play with your yoyo too much. You wouldn't talk to them or the other students because this yoyo is so damn special to you!"

"That's because it is! It is the only thing that I have left of my parents!"

The argument with my aunt and uncle continued for nearly an hour, and it ended with me shouting "I hate you!" I claimed that I would rather live with my best friends (which I did not have).

And so, the next day was when I started to break apart from my relatives. I was kicked out of my aunt and uncle's house with only the clothes on my back. "And don't forget to take this because it's your family," my aunt threw the yoyo on the ground, and it broke apart. As I tried to put it back together, my uncle slammed the door. That was the last moment I had with them.

At that time, I was only a seventeen-year old, a junior in high school. I honestly had no idea where I could go. I had always imagined travelling the world to win yoyo competitions. I just knew they exist. However, I also knew that I couldn't reach them because I didn't have a car or anything else to travel some place safe.

I had walked around the city, and I could not get any proper shelter. When I had gone to school, which was fortunately very close to my old home, people had walked away from me. I had been focused on finding someone to be close to, but many of them wanted to be distant. I could not worry about the yoyo in my pocket because I could not befriend anyone.

But in the moment I did think about the little toy, I was on the crooked sidewalk, burning under the sun, sitting alone in wrinkled clothes while well-dressed civilians pass by. I pulled the yoyo out of my pocket. I observed its weathered design, but I could see the word "TIME" was still clean.

"I wish you were both here," I moaned under my breath, and tears started running down my face. "I wish you didn't die in that fire."

"Excuse me," someone said. I looked upward to see who said that. It was a young man who seemed to be the same age as me. He was wearing a plaid shirt, but he also had a large tattoo on his neck.

"Yes?" I responded. "Is there something you want?"

"I'm trying to help homeless people get back on their feet. It's a part of this big nonprofit organization in Iowa City."

"What's it called?"

"Second Chance Housing."

"Can I have a place to stay in there?"

"Absolutely, man!"

He kindly helped me as I picked myself up. I stared back down at the yoyo in my hand, smiling at the word "TIME."

"I'll show you the way," he said. "We'll cross this street right here and then make a right past that building over there."

And so, we walked down. We were close to each other as we passed the vehicles that had stopped at the red light. In a pickup truck, there were a couple of guys wearing leather jackets that had the same tattoo from the young man's neck.

"I feel I'm gonna be safe from now on." I could only look at the yoyo.
From Peru to Bolivia and Back
Emily Stuebing

After spending three weeks traveling in northern Chile and southern Peru with friends, we parted ways one morning as I left to take a seven-hour bus ride from Cuzco to Puno, Peru. I was determined to cross the border from Peru to Copacabana, Bolivia the following day, and to see if I could beat the system and satisfy the adrenaline and travel junkie in me in the process. Since I’m a dual citizen of the US and Germany, I planned to enter Bolivia with my German passport and skip paying the $160 reciprocity fee Americans are required to pay upon entrance to the country.

For months I’d dreamt of traveling to Bolivia to see the diverse mountainous landscape, to talk with locals and take in the differences between their Spanish and the Spanish in Chile—where I’d been studying for the previous five months—and to see as much of South America in one trip as possible, considering flights are not cheap. And, to be perfectly honest, having recently turned 21 I wanted to celebrate by crossing into one more country: my 21st birthday

A

$10 for a five-minute cab ride. I had no idea where to go though and with no Wi-Fi or international plan, my phone and its all-knowing maps were useless here. So, I grabbed a map from an information desk and marched right past the drivers as they yelled and walked alongside me, trying to “help” me with my bags. Instead I asked someone on the street for directions since I couldn’t even tell where I was on the map, let alone my hostel.

A woman with straight black hair, tan skin, and a second-hand sweatshirt reading “Varsity Track” along with the name of a U.S. high school I can’t remember, politely looked at my map and pointed me in the right direction.

“You need to go to Avenida Titicaca? That’s far. You should probably take a cab.”

I thanked her and continued in stubbornness. A half-hour later, I arrived at the Cozy Hostel tired, grumpy, and on feet that were now both swollen and throbbing. My shoulders hurt from a heavy, overstuffed backpack with days’ worth of dirty clothes and accumulated souvenirs, and my shirt was damp with sweat. I spent the rest of the night in my hostel after what felt like the longest check-in, instead of leaving my room to explore for the first time in weeks of travel, enjoying (rare) good Wi-Fi and telling myself it was OK not to explore this new destination. It would only stress me out, and I needed the rest to catch up.

I cuddled up in the bottom bunk of a bunk bed in a shared room with seven other beds and thought about how nice it would be to sleep in my own bed again in only a few more days. I’d already seen and done so much during my five months in South America, did I really need to do this too? My exhaustion suddenly turned into a lack of motivation and I called my mom, asking if I was crazy to go to Bolivia. What if they turned me away at the border? What if they didn’t let me into the country? What if I ended up locked up in a Bolivian prison? It wouldn’t happen, my mom assured me. You’re already there, you may as well just try it.

It was still dark and a bit chilly when I checked out and, needless to say, I was ready to get to my hostel and do nothing but sleep. Cab drivers waited outside of the bus station, ready to charge a price much higher for tourists than locals. No matter how tired I was, I refused to pay

in search of the right bus and found Ticket Lady standing next to it, speaking with the bus driver, who was already seated, buckled, and ready to go.

“No, there’s no room. You can’t get on this bus,” she told me.

“But I bought a ticket. I have it right here and already paid for it,” I insisted.

“There is another bus at 7:30. You can take that one.”

Great. I stood and watched in disbelief as she continued to allow other passengers to enter the bus. Their things were packed away, the doors were closed, and they were ready to take off.

“Never mind,” Ticket Lady suddenly said, grabbing my bags and throwing them in a storage compartment. “You can sit up front.”

I’d never seen someone sit with the bus driver before. But it was either that or wait another hour and a half, costing me precious time in Bolivia. I climbed in and seconds later we drove off. The driver spoke to me in a Bolivian Spanish I could hardly understand (I was accustomed to Chilean Spanish after spending several months studying there). Despite the language barrier, he tried to make me comfortable, giving me a blanket and sharing coca leaves to chew on to prevent altitude sickness. He asked questions about my travels and told me about himself and Bolivia, where he said he was from. Sitting on the seat next to him was a plastic grocery bag full of the coca leaves he’d shared with me, which he chewed while talking to little pieces would fly out from holes of missing teeth when he spoke.

The driver treated the 80 km/h speed limit as more of a suggestion as we flew across dusty winding roads that work with Peru’s hilly landscape. Dry, brown mountains could be seen in the distance with the occasional lake showing small mountain towns in its reflection. We were surrounded by tan and brown fields sporadically dotted with green trees.

All too quickly we approached the border, and I began to question the flimsy plan I’d devised to get into Bolivia as the driver handed me the Customs form to start filling out. What do I declare on the form—that I’m American or German? My American passport had my visa for Chile in it; meaning I’d probably need stamps proving I’d exited Peru so as not to raise any red flags when re-entering Chile for my flight out of Santiago. I needed to use the German passport, however, to enter Bolivia without paying the fee, but what would Customs do in Bolivia when they saw I had
Along the way, we passed several women wearing colorful layered skirts, with hair braided into two strands reaching their lower backs, and woven circular bowler hats sitting atop black hair. Many used beautifully decorated cloths called aguayos that hung over their shoulders and tied at their chests, in which they carried babies or transported materials.

After crossing the border and getting our passports stamped, we loaded onto the bus once more and were taken into Copacabana. It was a small town, and I easily located my hotel on the bus ride in and dropped my things off. I was pleasantly surprised to find my booking included a private room and bathroom. The thought of staying to rest was tempting, but this time I was determined to make the most of my short trip and left to explore town.

Again, I was prepared with a plan for the trip and again, not much went as expected. First, I’d explore town and grab some lunch, which I did. I walked uphill toward the town square and bought a Bolivian-style empanada called an “Empanada Tucumana” from a street vendor. It consisted of peas, carrots, potatoes, pieces of boiled egg, and chicken enveloped in some sort of pie crust-like casing. Juices from the empanada spilled down my hand as I ate and walked past shops chaotically lining the street, with locals lounging around and their kids skipping about. A nice cheer-myself-up dinner. I ate a churrasco sandwich, a beef sandwich made often with mashed avocado and tomato on white bread and eaten in many South American countries. To drink I had a yuyuyo, a traditional cocktail made with a mixture of orange juice, simple sugar, and singani, which is a brandy produced only in Bolivia. Luckily for my low spirits, there was a two for one drink deal, and I quickly began feeling better while listening to live instrumental Latin-style music.

Passengers were encouraged to pay for the border crossing with a US passport because the visa was in it. After crossing the border and getting our passports stamped, we loaded onto the bus once more and were taken into Copacabana. It was a small town, and I easily located my hotel on the bus ride in and dropped my things off. I was pleasantly surprised to find my booking included a private room and bathroom. The thought of staying to rest was tempting, but this time I was determined to make the most of my short trip and left to explore town.

Again, I was prepared with a plan for the trip and again, not much went as expected. First, I’d explore town and grab some lunch, which I did. I walked uphill toward the town square and bought a Bolivian-style empanada called an “Empanada Tucumana” from a street vendor. It consisted of peas, carrots, potatoes, pieces of boiled egg, and chicken enveloped in some sort of pie crust-like casing. Juices from the empanada spilled down my hand as I ate and walked past shops chaotically lining the street, with locals lounging around and their kids skipping about. A nice cheer-myself-up dinner. I ate a churrasco sandwich, a beef sandwich made often with mashed avocado and tomato on white bread and eaten in many South American countries. To drink I had a yuyuyo, a traditional cocktail made with a mixture of orange juice, simple sugar, and singani, which is a brandy produced only in Bolivia. Luckily for my low spirits, there was a two for one drink deal, and I quickly began feeling better while listening to live instrumental Latin-style music.

That’s when I discovered that the passport switcheroo is generally frowned upon.

“You did what?” the Customs men said. “You can’t just switch passports. Only one passport.”

“Wow! Who told you that you could switch?”

“I don’t know but he was standing right there!” I said, pointing toward the entrance where the Customs official had stood.

The men paused and looked at each other. They spoke quick Spanish under their breath so I couldn’t understand and looked back at me. “Fine. We will help you,” they said, and put an exit and entry stamp in my US passport. (This was all in Spanish, by the way.)

After getting back on the bus, the driver saw my two passports and explained, “You know, you only need one.”

“I know. Thank you. I just grinned in response and said, “Thank you.”

Several women wearing colorful layered skirts, with hair braided into two strands reaching their lower backs, and woven circular bowler hats sitting atop black hair. Many used beautifully decorated cloths called aguayos that hung over their shoulders and tied at their chests, in which they carried babies or transported materials.

After crossing the border and getting our passports stamped, we loaded onto the bus once more and were taken into Copacabana. It was a small town, and I easily located my hotel on the bus ride in and dropped my things off. I was pleasantly surprised to find my booking included a private room and bathroom. The thought of staying to rest was tempting, but this time I was determined to make the most of my short trip and left to explore town.

Again, I was prepared with a plan for the trip and again, not much went as expected. First, I’d explore town and grab some lunch, which I did. I walked uphill toward the town square and bought a Bolivian-style empanada called an “Empanada Tucumana” from a street vendor. It consisted of peas, carrots, potatoes, pieces of boiled egg, and chicken enveloped in some sort of pie crust-like casing. Juices from the empanada spilled down my hand as I ate and walked past shops chaotically lining the street, with locals lounging around and their kids skipping about. A nice cheer-myself-up dinner. I ate a churrasco sandwich, a beef sandwich made often with mashed avocado and tomato on white bread and eaten in many South American countries. To drink I had a yuyuyo, a traditional cocktail made with a mixture of orange juice, simple sugar, and singani, which is a brandy produced only in Bolivia. Luckily for my low spirits, there was a two for one drink deal, and I quickly began feeling better while listening to live instrumental Latin-style music.
Parts of the Impossible Whole

Cavan Jones

Blurry Attraction

Infatuation from across the street fades out or festers depending on where we cross. From a distance my oh my. But don’t come too close or you’ll lose your foreign. The potential to love you fades with your proximity to me. So leave me unfamiliar, departing with endless possibility. Because I’ll love you on the plane but not when we land. In the moonlight and in pictures, but not in person or in the sun. If there were another earth I could not fall in love on this one.

Golden Gate Bridge

You ever compliment someone early on only to wish you could take it back? Like you’d given them something they didn’t deserve? I told a girl that if there were pictures of her on the Golden Gate Bridge nobody would jump. She didn’t deserve those words. But what’s worse is that now I can’t give them to anyone else.

Minimally Content

‘Fate’ and ‘destiny’ are harmful entitlements—turning mishaps into must haves. With them, a lack of courage proves pivotal—bad habits become essential. Surely this idea of ‘out of one’s control’ was first dreamt up by the crucified and wrongly imprisoned—then borrowed by loners and the shunned and now, cherished by everyone who misses the bus. We like the notion of things being ‘out of our control’ when they’re guided by a force that will take us somewhere we’re meant to be.

And when we’re at least minimally content fate tells us that all the other possible roads we could have taken would have surely led us to a place worse than this. Can you imagine how terrible? Being anywhere other than this. Can you imagine? Justifying all the wrong you’ve done just because you’re now minimally content.

And when we’re distraught and shaken and lost we’re simply in a phase. A phase that will somehow change something about us. And fate says it’s an important step. Fate can do no wrong. And with it, neither can you. It’s essential that we need to have ended up where we were supposed to. But undoubtedly we’ve all made ourselves, marginally worse off than we could have been.

The worst internal crime we commit is denouncing the things that are completely in our control as the things that aren’t.
Georgetown
She jumped in and slurred hello
the driver and I shared a glare.
She was studying at AU from somewhere with an accent.
I remember thinking how I’d tell this story in the future
and how I wished I could describe
the way the houses fit together on their corners.
The alleyways were dimply lit—
indenting a story
that beckoned
to be either inspected or left alone.

These small peeks into a world outside your own—
these brief moments of pure foreignness.
Maybe the only way to live life freely
is to live it in a midnight cab.

In Granville, Ohio
She grabbed the banister with her right hand
and swung herself
into the kitchen.

And I thought:
For the rest of my life
no girl will ever be able to use a banister
to swing from one room to the next
like her.

Love is when you see someone do a completely ordinary thing
and think
no one will ever be able to do that
like them.

Consolation

Everything I do is for an epiphany.
With no heaven, no destiny, no force in the air
the search is grounded, earthy and self-reliant.
So I’ll go where I haven’t gone
and watch the flames flicker like they’ve got something to say.
I’ll choose good company
and I’ll sing and I’ll dance and I’ll read you this poem.
And find purpose in these activities
not because they make me laugh or love.
But because these are the moments most appropriate
for enlightenment to crash land.

And
in the end
if enlightenment tragically finds safe passage
at least
I will have won
some consolation prizes.
Pastor Clyde McNeal

Hannah Sinclair

I had to constantly convince my colleagues and superiors that I wasn’t going to hell,” says Clyde McNeal. Devoted to a religion that fundamentally finds his lifestyle a sin, Clyde has faced countless barriers pursing a pastoral job as a gay black man, yet his faith and resilience remain.

With his sure yet soft voice, Clyde nostalgically recounts his memories in a low hum, from his upbringing in San Antonio, Texas, touching on everything from playdates, high school, his time in the ROTC and the strong influence of his faith. He wears a large plain white shirt and moss green khakis while we sit in his living room. His penthouse in downtown Omaha reminds me something of 1930s-1940s Old Hollywood, with the mustard fringed lamps, grand piano, and strong presence of mahogany wood. When I comment on the impeccable spotlessness, he responds, “I believe cleanliness shows the relationship to the things God gave you. Jeff doesn’t think that way.” He chuckles thinking of his partner, and my uncle, Jeff Sinclair.

I notice Martin Luther King Jr’s “Chaos or Community” novel on his nightstand, right next to a boxed TV set of Cops. He sips on a cup of coffee while discussing how his father traveled for the Negro Baseball League and his mom practiced nursing. His dark brown eyes sparkle when talking about his Great Aunt Julia, whom he lived with once he was eight. Clyde recalls that, although his parents requested he live with Julia, his father lived in a nearby neighborhood and visited often. “I’m not sure why they made the decisions that they did, getting divorced and requesting I live with Julia, but we always knew we were loved.” In spite of these circumstances, Clyde remained positive and strong for his brother, Michael, who was a year younger and his older sister, Denise.

Throughout Clyde’s childhood, church played an integral role. His Great Aunt Julia wanted to respect Clyde’s parents Baptist upbringing so she brought Clyde and his siblings to both a Baptist and Catholic Church every weekend. Clyde remembers having weekly breakfasts with the priests of his Catholic church while they asked him questions regarding his faith. Although he didn’t think much of it at the time, Clyde was the only young member the priests invested so much time in.

The pastors of his Baptist church also seemed to notice something special about Clyde as they eventually asked Julia if he could accompany them on weekly visits to the sick. He recalls going to various homes and hospitals and almost embarrassed to share. “Whenever I take him into the room, I ask him if they’re going to live or die, and he’s never been wrong…” Clyde recalls hearing his pastor say. No one ever brought up this subject to Clyde himself, so the notion was eventually pushed to the back of the young boy’s mind.

Because of a generally pleasant childhood, memories of racism aren’t prevalent though Clyde is able to reflect back and realize that his race most likely contributed to certain instances. He recalls one incident where his neighborhood best friend got angry and hit Clyde’s head with a large metal car while calling him a “nigger.” This was the first time that five-year-old Clyde had heard the racial slur; “It shocked me because I thought we were brothers. I had heard how people could be racist from other people in the family, so I vaguely knew it could be an issue but I didn’t know it could apply to me.” Clyde responded by unapologetically knocking the young boy out, a defensive mechanism that would continue through his adult years. “Very rarely will I be the first to initiate an altercation, but I will always stand up for myself and let people know I am not to be messed with.”

As far as a definitive moment of realizing he was gay or coming out to his family or friends, Clyde never had that. “It seems as though everyone knew before me, but it wasn’t a big deal to anyone I was really close with.” His Great Aunt Julia, although devoted to her Catholicism, was accepting of Clyde. “She somehow always knew, but we never talked about it. She was always okay with it and she never did not love me. An amazing lady she was…” Clyde would later reflect. For a boy in high school, Clyde demonstrated a strong sense of self-confidence, a trait that he attributes to his faith and his upbringing. “I felt welcomed everywhere. There was no place I felt like I failed in high school whether it be sports or clubs; I was always comfortable in my own skin.”

This isn’t to say intolerance didn’t exist at his high school, it just didn’t seem to faze Clyde. “Of course there were sometimes where I had to beat people up because they thought I was gay, but I never let it get to me.” Clyde nonchalantly chimed in.

One instance in particular drastically affected the rest of his high school experience. Since Clyde was on the football team and involved in the arts, he had a diverse group of friends. One day, he heard from one of his theatre friends that a football player, Danny Marquotto, was going to “beat up all fags” that auditioned for the annual school play, “Yell Leader,” which Clyde was planning on being a part of. Clyde walked right up to Danny and asked, “I heard you’re gonna beat up all fags, are you gonna beat me up?” Although Danny and Clyde didn’t get in a physical altercation, Clyde said everything changed from that moment on, “They dropped me like a hot potato Clyde matter-of-factly chuckled. As for the annual “Yell Leader,” the school cancelled it as a precautionary measure, which disappointed Clyde. He considers the cancellation an example of the institutionalized homophobia and racism that existed at his school; while not explicit, it existed in the undertones. To Clyde and his friends, cancelling the play was letting the ignorant jocks win- they weren’t scared of them and wanted them to know that. Nevertheless, Clyde wasted no time being upset about his football friends turning on him, “I never once felt like a loser. I got to hang with the creatives, the eccentrics, the gays, the outcasts… The good people.” Clyde had a solid support system of his best friends and family and that was all that mattered to him.

The acceptance of his family and friends was also demonstrated by his peers in the ROTC, which Clyde joined after a scholarship he was depending on fell through. Due to his fluency in Spanish and his studies in Arabic and Egyptian, Clyde served as a linguistic interrogator until he, unwillingly, moved to the Air Force where he was responsible for picking up messages in the belly of a plane. “We sat on our helmets so we wouldn’t get shot in the butt,” Clyde stated with a straight face. Not at all happy with this change in positions, Clyde went to his commanding officer requesting his former position again, but the officer answered, “Of course there were sometimes where I had to beat people up because they thought I was gay, but I never let it get to me.” Clyde nonchalantly chimed in.

As far as the other men in the ROTC, Clyde brushed and looked off to the side when he said, “I had more fun with men in the army then without it. Being gay for me wasn’t an issue.” However, Clyde is rather certain the officer knew that Clyde volunteered that he was gay, hoping that may help his chances of getting to leave. Without hesitation, the officer responded, “Of course you’re gay. If I had a damn nickel for every air man that said they were gay to get out, I’d be rich.” Although Clyde is rather certain the officer knew that Clyde was telling the truth, he, “frankly did not give a rat’s ass.”

As far as the other men in the ROTC, Clyde blurred and looked off to the side when he said, “I had more fun with men in the army then without it. Being gay for me wasn’t an issue.” Eventually, Clyde was able to receive honorable discharge and complete his time in the ROTC.

Upon his completion in the ROTC, a few of Clyde’s friends invited him to stay with them on the Offutt Air Force Base in Omaha, Nebraska where he remained for three
When I'm in college, I think to myself, "Why am I here?" I constantly ask this question at the near end of a semester. It flies around my brain as I stare at a pile of homework in front of me. Those four words come during a time when I am alone in my room, staring at my laptop which shows the endless list of assignments I need to finish. I ask this question when confronting a burden of stress. I did not feel that burden at the beginning of the semester. I would be so excited about the new semester at the time. My anticipation comes from the urge of being a great writer. It stems from the aspiration of learning about the numerous authors that have shaped creative writing. It arises from the determination of having a career in novels and screenplays made for the entertainment industry. It's the main reason why I came to this university.

Going into the semester, I prepared myself into writing for the Topics in Poetics class. I received an easy A on that. Additionally, oddly enough, there were three pages I had to retype from an old essay for intermedia. I could choose anything to retype; it was much more difficult than Clyde anticipated. While he has married numerous couples and preached for multiple churches, he has yet to find a stationary church home. Though two Metropolitan Community Churches have offered him pastoral positions, Clyde did not feel confident these churches were right for him. Unfortunately, the chances of him finding a pastoral position outside the MCC are low according to a study done by the United Church of Christ; only three Christian denominations openly declare they are willing to ordain homosexual pastors (The Alliance of Baptists, Church, the Episcopal Church and the United Church of Christ) compared to 19 denominations in Europe. Individual churches within other denominations can still choose to ordain gay pastors; they just haven't declared as an entire denomination they are willing to do so. Additionally, with the rising trend of non-denominational churches, it is completely up to the specific church on whether or not they accept homosexual pastors. "Religious institutions' identity and world view is based on the idea of eternal and unchanging God, so change becomes tricky, because it somehow implies God has changed. If it occurs, it happens very slowly," Professor Smith says. "Still, if I had a gay friend that approached me and wanted to be a pastor, I would say he or she has many more options now than they had even just 10 years ago."

Though Clyde admits he has become a little frustrated with the lingering process, it is in his nature to remain positive and confident that a pastoral position will open in a church that he is proud to be a part of. When I ask what Clyde's hopes are for the future, he selflessly responds, "I hope that people remember to love one another and to see God. I'm afraid that they're forgetting."
However, as time moved on, throughout the upcoming weeks of the spring semester, I started to slow down. The pace of projects assigned to me became faster. My classes all seemed to have given me more projects than usual. When I would finish one project, another one came out of nowhere and demanded to be completed in three days.

The essays became longer. The books became larger. The pages had thousands of words that were bombastic and cantankerous. I had spent hours upon hours trying to finish reading only one of the assigned readings, and it had eaten up my free time. Because of that, my schedule turned into a disorganized closet of random things. I started to become tired of going to my classes, walking everywhere to get to my destination. Discussions were only glibbish noises, as the topics were abhorrent to me. Authors became boring, telling their stories in a banal manner. I could not handle the constant attention from these blandly shouting projects. It became much more important that I need to understand the world outside of the classroom.

Trying to take advantage of my leisure time, I had utilized the idea of surfing on the Web while reading out of a big anthology book. I also spent time playing games on my phone as I read the essays on the computer. This idea only slowed me down even more, and it still continues as I write this very piece. I went into the habit of distraction: the routine to stop reading and then quickly go to the Internet to watch YouTube videos. It had been like my brain was reviled to require background noise while I worked.

Throughout this semester, the Internet had pulled me harder away from reading and lured me into staring at screenshots of cartoons. Additionally, it had much more interesting events happening in the world than the books with isolated events that happened in the foggy past. After the incidents of yesteryear were over, the world became much more hysterical by boycotting products and other trivial things through their social media accounts. The targets of these boycotts ranged from a movie about a reincarnating dog to a fast food restaurant to an innocuous show with an intentionally provocative title. In comparison, the stories I had been assigned to read only contained stories that I’ve heard of thousands of times before. Many of the stories, of course, had to do with slavery.

And now, at the near end of the semester, the rate of assigned projects is at maximum overdrive. I cannot fully appreciate the words that are written because all I could see is scribble. All I carry is confusion and fatigue. I cannot decide on which assignment I should start on first.

I could only wish for the semester to be over. From what I’ve expected to be a great experience turned into a miserable one. Maybe the next semester would be fun.

In Marjane Satrapi’s graphic autobiography Persepolis, she retells her coming of age during the Iranian Revolution. Satrapi quickly goes from being a kid, to an adolescent, to an adult—no because she wants to but because she must. Likewise, in The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank, Anne journals as she is hiding in Amsterdam during the Holocaust. Anne and Marjane’s personal freedoms are affected during these times of war. Although both girls are growing up during entirely different conflicts, both undergo a similar maturation process. They both rebel, endure their first love or heartbreak, and discover their identities. By the same token, given the contexts of Marjane’s and Anne’s experiences it could be argued that Anne’s coming of age process is more confined in a space while Marjane’s confinement is found in not being able to express her personal freedoms. While both girls are independent they are also vulnerable which is why they long for love and companionship during their coming of age.

The context for Anne’s maturation is World War II in Europe. Anne Frank’s coming of age begins as she leaves her hometown of Frankfurt, Germany. Ian Webster, author of the article “Forty Years On, sums up Anne’s switch in environment by saying, “in 1933, the Frank family fled from Germany and its anti-Semitic atmosphere to Amsterdam” (Barnes 1). By using the word “fled,” one can capture how fast the Franks had to escape. The word “fled” emphasizes the necessity of leaving Germany and the fear instilled in their migration. On July 5, 1942 the Germans called Margot, Anne’s 16-year-old sister, for deportation. The next morning the Franks began hiding in the “secret annes;” the warehouse and office of Ottoman Frank’s (Anne’s father). Resources were scarce, the space was small, but this did not stop Anne’s provoking independent thoughts and curious mind as she came of age. Unfortunately, Anne never ages after her coming of age. It is harder for Anne to outwardly express her maturation given the difficult context. On the other hand, the context for Marjane’s maturation is the Iranian Revolution. Marjane faces different circumstances. She grew up in Tehran but eventually moved by herself to Vienna at age 14. In Vienna, Marjane struggles to find a friend group. She then finds herself living on the streets for two months. Chris Reynolds-Chikuma describes the beginning of Marjane’s journey as a “child mindset and struggle during dictatorship” (Reyns-Chikuma 2). This quote puts Marjane’s coming of age into perspective. It shows that she was not ready to grow up so quickly. She faces a lot of adversity but it eventually

Coming of Age during Times of War

Zohar Nadler
empowers her as she matures. Marjane lives on to retell her story for others to learn from. It can be said that Marjane faces more lenient circumstances than Anne Frank because she is self-imposed and experiences the world rather than being confined.

Despite growing up during different contexts, both Anne and Marjane rebel as part of their coming of age. Anne and Marjane are expected to behave at their best, but they are young minded girls who still need to rebel to learn. Is this not what being an adolescent is? With regard to Anne, she refuses to listen to her mother as much and she finds them growing apart. Marjane, on the other hand, feels her coming of age as she smokes her first cigarette. Marjane has places to go when she rebels. But their maturation is not identical because of their different contexts. Marjane can meet new friends. Anne, however, does not have that option. She is stuck in the annex until the war is over. It is harder for Anne than Marjane to rebel because Anne is confined to a small space for months on end with seven other people. Marjane has more personal freedoms as to leaving her house but is confined to how she expresses herself. A closer look at Anne's rebellion shows her maturation process. In a diary entry written on September 27, 1942, Anne writes "Dear Kitty, just had a big bust-up with Mummy for the umpteenth time...I can understand my friends better than my own mother—too bad!” (Frank 30). This line shows that Anne is growing apart from her mother. She feels it in her heart. She does not really care much either, rather she finds it frustrating. By using a rebellious phrase “too bad” Anne is forming a better relationship with her mother is irretrievable. According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary part of rebellion is defiance (Merriam-Webster.com). As she is coming of age, Anne is developing her own judgment and opinion. She no longer feels the need to always listen to her mother. This is affecting the relationship Anne has with her mother because Anne is challenging her mother's actions. Along with this, Anne has nowhere to escape to if she wants time to herself. Rather, she is stuck in the small annex.

Another factor that contributes to Anne's rebellion is the distress that she is in which puts a damper on the relationship Anne and her mother have. Anne rebels against her mother as proxy. Author Silvia Tennenbaum describes Anne's reason for distress best by saying, "it is death at the door, hunger in the belly, and fear in the heart” (Tennenbaum 1). Death, hunger, and fear...not the typical troubles of a fourteen-year-old girl. Anne is aware of what is going on, she reacts to these conditions by growing up quickly and rebelling even at the slightest, like quarreling with her mother. Anne develops her own opinion, and Anne is not afraid to use it. This is what causes a rift between Anne and her mother. In a larger sense, the tiniest acts of rebellion are what allow Anne to express her maturation in larger ways. Her thoughts grow deeper through rebellious acts, and this gives her more to analyze in her diary. Anne becomes more independent which also makes her more vulnerable for someone else to love in her life.

A closer look at Marjane shows how her rebellion is different than Anne's. Marjane's acts of rebellion are bolder. A true coming of age moment is when Marjane smokes her first cigarette. She inhales the cigarette and begins coughing; as she raises the cigarette in the air she says, “with the first cigarette, I kissed childhood goodbye... Now I was a grown-up” (Satrapi 17). Marjane's face is wide-eyed. This illustrates her fear of growing up. The raising of the cigarette represents her sense of empowerment and the fact that she must come of age quickly because of the circumstances of war. Her coughing is representative of this bittersweet moment as she comes of age. Marjane realizes she is no longer a sweet innocent little girl for her complete innocence is stripped after this cigarette. By “kissing childhood goodbye” Marjane accepts the fact that she is coming of age. Both Anne and Marjane rebel but Marjane does so in a more daring way. i.e. smoking her first cigarette, whereas Anne just talks back to her mother, which is expected of a young teenager.

Another aspect in both Anne's and Marjane's maturation process is their encounters with love and the loss thereof. Although there is war, this does not mean there is no room for love. With regard to Anne, after a year and a half of living in the annex she notices the way Peter looks at her. Anne develops deep feelings for Peter. Eventually they share their first kiss. Marjane, for her part, falls in love with Marcus in Vienna. Marjane eventually catches him cheating on her and becomes very depressed. While both girls find love, Anne is in stricter circumstances due to living with her parents. Thus, if Anne and Peter were to fight they still must remain civil to be less miserable in the annex. Clearly, in both Anne and Marjane's cases, love is an essential ingredient of coming of age; however, each girl experiences love differently but vulnerably.

But love is not experienced in a vacuum. There are familial consequences. When Anne asks for her father's approval of her and Peter he hesitantly approves. This is the biggest rift between Anne and her father. Anne elaborates on her emotions about this and writes, "why didn't father support me in my struggle? Why did he fall short when he tried to offer me a helping hand...? he used the wrong methods” (Frank 261). Ottoman's hesitant approval suggests that he realizes this is Anne's only chance at love. Perhaps he realizes her innocence for love as well. A parent may realize that sometimes one wants what one cannot have. The fact that Anne's father was hesitant of her being with Peter makes Anne grow a deeper love for Peter. Her love and feelings are much more mature than the typical fourteen-year-old. She describes how she feels for Peter by saying, “…my life now has an object, and I have something to look forward to, everything has become more pleasant” (Frank 156). In a small annex, Anne longs for a deep love to sustain her happiness and she finds it. She uses this love to grow and experience emotions she has never felt before. Anne's love experience is shaped and enhanced through her relationship with her father.

With regard to Marjane, her love experience centers around Marcus. After living in Austria for some time, Marjane meets Marcus. She is lucky to have the chance of meeting new people. Marcus gives Marjane a purpose to be better and he makes her life more fun. The young couple is head over heels for one another, or so Marjane thinks. Marjane finds Marcus cheating on her. She writes, "I had no family or friends. I had counted on this relationship for everything. The world had just crumbled in front of my eyes.” (Satrapi 232). For being so self-imposed, Marjane proves she still needs someone to make her happy. It seems that Marcus was what Marjane was missing in her life but the heartbreak she endures suggests she might have been better off without him. Marjane falls into a deep depression. She questions why she ever loved Marcus. She calls herself stupid but most importantly Marjane grows from the adversity. Marjane uses this experience to realize what she does not want in her life. She makes the choice to go back to Iran and be with her family. Marjane feels ashamed about what happened between her and Marcus. She does not want to discuss it with her parents but over time she becomes stronger and more determined to better her life. Marjane's experience with Marcus plays a key role in Marjane's maturation. The heartbeat Marcus put Marjane through makes her more self-reliant in the long run—Marjane becomes fearless.

The ultimate result of both Anne and Marjane's coming of age is their discovery of their identities. With regard to Anne, she sees herself becoming a journalist in the future. She loves books and writing. Anne may have not realized it at the time, but she gives hope for society. Her purpose is not always direct, but it is there. She sees the good in even the worst situations or people. Marjane, on the other hand,
uses her struggle when coming of age as a lesson. She writes the book Persepolis to show that one can overcome any adversity. It may take time, but it is completely attainable. Although the process of finding one's self is hurried because of the war, both girls ultimately get there. Anne's hurried coming of age turns her into a dreamer. She accepts whatever will happen to her. On April 5, 1944 Anne writes, "I want to go on living even after my death! And therefore I am grateful to God for giving me this gift, this possibility of developing myself and of writing, of expressing all that is in me!" (Frank 197). Anne's hope is depicted in this quote, yet she is still highly uncertain of what will happen to her. She wants to leave a legacy after her death. Anne is grateful for the chance she got in life to make something of herself. Although Anne ends up being murdered by the Nazis, she does in fact leave a legacy. Ralph L. Wahlstrom describes what Anne has shown the world through her diary, which is "infinite hope, faith, and optimism" (Wahlstrom 3). Anne shows the world that even during the worst times, there is light at the end of the darkest tunnels.

Marjane also finds the light at the end of her dark tunnel. She uses her coming of age to find a love for art. She also grows into a very honest young woman. After a long journey of depression, she decides to apply for graduate school in Tehran. "A few months later, I learned via the director of the department of art that the Mullah who had interviewed me had really appreciated my honesty. Apparently, he even said that I was the only one who didn't lie. I was lucky" (Satrapi 284). Marjane found a way to tie in her art with her honesty. In her interview to get into art school she answered given questions in a brutally honest manner, even regarding religion. Marjane found herself—she now had that "take it or leave it" attitude. She sees the light, and her dream is at her fingertips. Marjane lives and makes a life for herself. She is offered numerous opportunities. Marjane lived past her coming of age. She changed the world with her story.

To be sure, Marjane and Anne are both admirable. While Marjane endures a longer journey of coming of age with more personal freedoms, Anne endures a more accelerated journey of coming of age with fewer personal freedoms and opportunities. Despite the difficult circumstances, Anne and Marjane experience rebellion and love, and they discover their identities. Anne did not get the chance to live on after her diary, but she still manages to impact the world immensely with her thoughts and her story. Furthermore, Marjane lives on after her coming of age to tell her story. Essentially, Anne and Marjane reach their dreams in life—Anne just reaches her dreams after her life ends.
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Life is Beautiful
Alex Vargas

Life will devastate you
Life will expose you like a rotting carcass forgotten on the side of a country road
You spend your life building a life, until life crushes your bones with its weight
Life won’t stop until you’re nothing more than debris, trapped in the darkness of an urn
But the rotting carcass feeds the crows that pick its flesh
The crushed bones provide a foundation for a nest to house the birds and their young
The debris of ashes dance and fly with the wind as they are spread across the prairie
The crows return to their young with the remains, giving them the strength to soar the skies
The flock is now safe within their walls from the night and lingering predators
The debris is taken to all parts of the world as it ascends in the sky
An Odd Occurrence About
Adam Anagnostopoulos (AOOAAA)
__________________
A One-Act Play in Simultaneity
by Elijah Acquah

CHARACTERS

ADAM GREGORIOS ANAGNOSTOPOULOS #1 (ADAM #1): A man in his early 30s who dresses in business attire. He has short hair and wears glasses. He works as an accountant for a bank.

ADAM GREGORIOS ANAGNOSTOPOULOS #2 (ADAM #2): A young man in his mid-20s who has long hair and wears a sweater vest. (He wears a black jacket at night.) He is a hacker.

(The two Adams are very similar in facial features, but they are not identical twins.)

EVELYN SMITH: ADAM #1’s coworker. She has blonde hair, and she wears a skirt and a white, buttoned-down shirt. She works as a customer service representative for Adam's bank.

DETECTIVE JOHN SMITH: Detective in the Chicago Police Department. A muscular man in his 30s who wears a police uniform.

SETTING

Chicago, I.L.

Events in Scenes 1 and 2 occur simultaneously. This is same case for Scenes 3 and 4. The stage may be divided into two sections for these scenes to unfold at the same time.

Left side of the stage plays Adam #1’s story in scenes 1 and 3. Right side of the stage plays Adam #2’s story in scenes 2 and 4.

The stage cannot be divided in scene 5, for both of the Adams will appear in the same setting.

Scene 1

The office lights up. On the left side of the office, there is a door and ADAM #1’s cubicle. On the right side, there is EVELYN and her desk. She types on her computer while she looks at some paperwork. In the background (up stage), there are other computer desks and a wide window.

From the left, ADAM #1 enters into the office. He sits inside his cubicle and rests his
head in his arms on his desk because he is tired and depressed.

At this point, ADAM #2 is already running around in his room trying to figure out a new plan.

EVELYN

You’re already feeling tired on a Monday morning?

ADAM #1

Yeah. (sits up) I just, honestly, don’t like working like this every day. I sit in front of a computer screen, staring at a bunch of numbers and punching in stupid answers. (gesturing with his fingers) I mean, I had to go through four years of college for a degree in economics. I had to learn about business and entrepreneurship. I had to leave my town in the Sioux Falls and go to Chicago to find my place in life. (stops gesturing) I had to sacrifice a lot in order to become successful. But instead, all I do is sit in front of screens, think about numbers, and nothing else.

EVELYN

Come on, Adam. You know this job pays you well. I mean, you have a large house, larger than anyone else out there. You have the time to pay your bills. And after all, (flirtatious) you got the time to have me.

ADAM #1

No, Evelyn. I don’t live in a fancy house. I live in a condo. I’ll be a middle-classed worker who sleeps near twenty other people to make it through the day. And also, I can barely afford my own house if I keep working like this. I don’t have any friends or relatives staying with me. They pretty much don’t know that I exist.

EVELYN

That’s not true.

ADAM #1

Oh, it is true. I only got myself and nothing else. Mundane chores are what I’m stuck with.

ADAM #1 goes back to staring at his computer screen.

And not only that, nothing amazing happens when you’re an accountant.

EVELYN rolls her eyes and shakes her head.

ADAM #1

Sigh, I wish life could get more interesting.

ADAM #1 begins typing away on his keyboard. He looks sullenly into his computer.

EVELYN looks at her computer and looks at some news online. She finds an article that is very suspicious.

At this moment, ADAM #2 is hacking into the system of the Social Security Administration.

EVELYN

Adam, did you rob another bank?

ADAM #1

What? No!

EVELYN

I’m reading a news article that says, “a culprit named Adam Anagnostopoulos robbed the Regional Bank at 13 Preston St in North Chicago.” The guy looks a lot like you.

ADAM #1 gets up from his chair and walks over to EVELYN’s desk.

He looks at her screen. He sees that the culprit in the photo has nearly the same facial features as his.

ADAM #1

(pointing) But that is not me.

EVELYN

Then who else could it be?
ADAM #1

I don’t know!
ADAM #1 dashes back to his cubicle. He pulls up Google and puts his name in the search bar. He can see dozens of articles saying Adam Anagnostopoulos robbed a bank.

ADAM #1

Now this has turned interesting. I’m gonna ask my boss if he is aware of this.
ADAM #1 quickly walks to the left and gets out of the office.
EVELYN follows him, and she leaves the office as well. She turns the lights off. The room is now pitch black.

(End Scene.)

Scene 2

ADAM #2’s apartment already has the lights on. There is junk all over the floor: newspapers crumbled up into balls, beer cans, shoes, small notebooks and a large desktop. The computer desk is in the background (up stage) while the bed is in the front (down stage). A window is on the left of the apartment, and the door is on the right.

ADAM #2 enters inside his room frenetically. He breathes rapidly. Wearing a backpack, which he quickly takes it off. He removes the band that ties his hair back. He then starts taking off his sweater vest and black pants. You can see he has been wearing a stained white T-shirt under those clothes. ADAM #2 then puts on his sweatpants.

At this point, Evelyn begins talking.

ADAM #2

(whisper scream) Fuckin’ shit!

ADAM #2 puts his backpack on his bed and zips it open. He dumps out balls of money. He counts them quickly, but then he turns his head towards the ceiling.

ADAM #2

(speaks softly throughout this scene) Is there a camera on me?

Looking around, ADAM #2 sees there is no camera. He exhales deeply.

ADAM #2

I guess not.
ADAM #2 puts the money back into his backpack. He then jumps onto his rolling chair and turns on his computer.

ADAM #2

Must be a way to hide myself… again. (while he logs on with a wickedly long password) What was that thing my guys were talking about?

With his computer on his desktop page, ADAM #2 digs into his pockets.

ADAM #2

(feels something) Wait a minute, I got some notes.

He pulls things out of his pockets. They consist of a wallet, some keys, some coins, and a pocket knife. He also finds a small piece of paper, and it says “Go to ASSA on your TOR if you want to change your looks.” He does so.

At this moment, Evelyn finds out that a man named Adam Anagnostopoulos has robbed a bank.

ADAM #2

All right, I’m here. So how do I do this? (looks back at his notes)
“Go to the search bar at the top right corner and type in your full name.” OK.

After doing so, ADAM #2 ends up at a search with two people with the exact same name.

ADAM #2

There’s another guy named Adam Gregorios Anagnostopoulos? And he looks a lot like me.

He opens up ADAM #1’s personal information.

ADAM #2

Accountant... (unsarcastically) sweet job. (continues looking through the information) Hmm, so this dude has a lover named Evelyn Smith. They work in the same bank, and he has "Single with Girlfriend." What bank do they work at? (looking) The Bank of Illinois. But that’s... that’s like a couple of miles from that other bank.

ADAM #2 then travels to his own private information. On his page, he has a lengthy criminal record that ranges from arson to assault and battery to, of course, robbery.

ADAM #2

Pretty easy.

ADAM #2 turns off his computer.

Afterwards, he puts on a new sweater vest, which has a different color. He combs his hair and sprays cologne on himself. He then puts on a new pair of black slacks and a nice pair of shoes.

He then puts the things he took out back in his pockets.

ADAM #2

Time to make a new Adam.

Taking his backpack with him, he turns off the lights and goes out the door. (He does not forget to lock it.)

(End scene.)
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